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Abstract: With the rise of mixed reality hardware and software, new opportunities
in formal higher education arise, e.g. in anatomy, as the usage of 3D structures instead
of 2D images or anatomical models supports a better understanding and enhances
the learning process. But even with access to virtual 3D models, motivation is a key
element for successful learning and for progressing over a longer period of time. Mixed
reality spaces offer new opportunities for combining a 3D stereoscopic depth perception
of anatomic models together with gamification and interactive learning. Virtual 3D
models can be enhanced with additional information which can name and explain
separate elements. Therefore, we developed GaMR, a gamified framework for learning
in mixed reality, where 3D models can be experienced on the Microsoft HoloLens
and the HTC Vive. Quiz creation is supported by placing annotations on the model.
Progress is rewarded by badges. The gamification strategy guides the student and
gives feedback about the learning progress. This open source gamification framework
for mixed reality was evaluated with students and doctors from a medical university.
It showed that it can be employed in many academic and industrial use cases.
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1 Introduction

Traditional formal learning concepts include book illustrations and physical ob-

jects. While images alone cannot convey a vivid understanding of spatial struc-

tures, physical anatomical objects are restricted in access since they are fragile.

Interactive Web-based learning environments allow students to see, transform

and annotate 3D models in a computer-generated world. The term mixed re-

ality encompasses the spectrum between the real world that is embedded in

augmented reality (AR), and the purely virtual reality [Milgram and Kishino,

1994]. Mixed reality provides an interactive and effective way of learning where
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the student can freely explore virtual 3D objects from any view angle [Trelease

and Nieder, 2013]. These objects are always available and cannot be damaged.

They can be shared online to be viewed by many persons at different locations

in parallel. Mixed reality is ideally suited for a wide variety of Web-based learn-

ing scenarios including problem-based learning and workplace learning. Bed-

side teaching is considered an ideal clinical teaching modality [Peters and ten

Cate, 2014], where medical students examine patient conditions directly in the

patient’s room. Especially for human anatomy, a profound understanding of

three-dimensional structures is essential. Since AR systems like the Microsoft

HoloLens can display information by overlaying the view of the real world,

students can combine the study of anatomical models with practical training

procedures [Kamphuis et al., 2014]. Concerning the pedagogical aspect, research

indicates that learning anatomy with a 3D model can improve the student’s test

results [Nicholson et al., 2006]. Students can use the tool in self-regulated learn-

ing [Schunk and Zimmerman, 1998]. During the preparation phase, information

like 3D models and quizzes are gathered. Within the learning phase, the new

information can be used to enhance knowledge. In the reflection phase, badges

show if the learning process was successful.

In this article we present GaMR, a gamified mixed reality framework which

helps students to understand 3D structures, to keep motivated and to enhance

the impression on the long-term memory. It is based on our previous work on a

gamification framework that allows learning communities and individual learners

to configure game elements and game rules in an intuitive, fine-granular and

flexible way, without programming experience [Klamma and Arifin, 2017]. We

applied the gamification framework and successfully evaluated its conceptual

and technical applicability in a mixed reality context. Students can profit from

game-based learning [Prensky, 2005] by using quizzes and badges. The resulting

collaborative learning application is available as an open source solution1.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work and tech-

nical backgrounds of the prototype. In Section 3 the conceptual design of the

framework is elaborated. Section 4 describes details and challenges of the imple-

mentation. The evaluation of the framework is shown in Section 5 and Section 6

concludes the paper with an outlook on future work.

Parts of this article have been published in the conference proceedings ‘‘Ad-

vances in Web-Based Learning - ICWL 2018’’ [Hensen et al., 2018] and in ICWL

2017 [Klamma and Arifin, 2017].

1 https://github.com/rwth-acis/GaMR/
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2 Background

In this section we discuss related work and introduce important technical con-

cepts used in our implementation.

2.1 Related Work

Zygote Body [Zygote Media Group, 2017] is a Web-based 3D viewer for human

anatomy. The application offers schematic models of the male and female body

where every part of the model is labeled with its English name and an excerpt

from the part’s Wikipedia article. Additionally, users can add their own anno-

tations and gain access to more detailed models, e.g. of a dissected heart or an

eye [Zygote Media Group, 2017].

Another interactive application is Anatomy Learning 3D Atlas which is avail-

able for Android smartphones and as a WebGL version for desktop browsers

[AnatomyLearning, 2017]. Pre-made schematic 3D models show segments of the

human anatomy.

The Case Western Reserve University presented Holoanatomy2, a HoloLens

application for visualizing anatomy. It features pre-defined annotations.

In the context of the Mixed Reality Design Lab, Microsoft created an open-

source example project for learning the periodic table [Park, 2018]. Individual

elements can be selected and additional information is revealed. A 3D model of

each element’s atom is shown and can be viewed from any angle.

A Web-based viewer for 3D models is the Anatomy 2.0 application where

users can add annotations [Nicolaescu et al., 2015]. Moreover, the application

supports collaboration between learners because the annotations and the user’s

views can be synchronized. The project also allows authors to upload their own

3D models.

The GaMR framework builds on the concepts of these applications and im-

proves them by adding gamification with the aim of increasing the user’s long-

term motivation and guide the learning process. Additionally, a comparison of

the learning tools shows that all but Anatomy 2.0 work with pre-defined content

like 3D models and quizzes. This restricts their use cases to the given fields of

study. With the GaMR framework, custom 3D models, annotations and quizzes

can be added in order to adapt it to the use in arbitrary courses. Moreover, most

solutions are still limited to desktop applications. In contrast to this, models on

the GaMR framework can be viewed on the HoloLens and HTC Vive in mixed

reality.

2 https://www.microsoft.com/de-de/store/p/holoanatomy/9nblggh4ntd3
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2.2 Mixed Reality Learning Environments

Learning in 3D is well suited for the active learning process. Research for learning

in a 3D world shows that there are two main advantages [Schwan and Buder,

2006]. First of all, the stereoscopic presentation of learning content in the form of

3D models creates a feeling of presence. Being in a 3D world every day, a virtual

three-dimensional world can immediately feel intuitive and familiar. In addition,

mixed reality applications can be multimodal which means that multiple senses

are stimulated. This way, the brain can use additional information from other

senses to store the new aspects [Schwan and Buder, 2006].

One use-case scenario shows that 3D learning is suitable for presenting real-

world objects in a detailed and realistic manner [Schwan and Buder, 2006]. In

comparison to 2D images or abstract text, 3D models can convey a better un-

derstanding of proportions and size comparisons. Especially in the medical field,

students can train for real-life examination and surgery. Due to the added real-

ism, a practical and profound understanding of structures and procedures can

be gained. As a bonus, the scale of the 3D model can be adapted to any size.

This way, extremely small or large structures can be remapped and viewed in

a comfortable scale. Apart from realistic objects, authors can also construct

schematic versions of 3D models which focus on the most relevant information.

This allows for a combination of realistic and theoretic aspects, e.g. in the form

of annotations or overlays.

As AR combines the virtual and real environment, users learn to visualize

space and spatial structures in a natural way [da Silva et al., 2019]. Abstract

topics which cannot be shown as images can still be represented by 3D data

visualizations. The organization of the learning content becomes more effective

since it can be positioned in space. The spatial order in relation to the real world

can act as further help to recall a great amount of study material. This effect is

similar to the learning principle used in the method of Loci. In this mnemonic

technique, the learner populates real or imaginary places with mental images

associated with the learning content. By walking through this world in the mind,

the learner is able to store and reliably recall large amounts of data [McCabe,

2015].

2.3 Gamification

While students can use the presented applications for learning, they do not

support the student in long-term engagement. This can be achieved by the con-

cept of gamification. Elements from games like quest systems, points, achieve-

ments or badges help to motivate and reward users for performing tasks and

quests [Deterding et al., 2011]. This is realized by creating goals. This practice

can give feedback about the task progress and when it is finished the rewards

trigger a feeling of success.
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In order to design gamification, one needs to understand the factors which

improve motivation. The Octalysis framework defines eight drives which moti-

vate humans [Chou, 2015]. One of them is meaning which states that people

like to contribute to an important project with an ambitious aim. Another as-

pect is accomplishment. In the context of learning, students can be motivated

by reviewing their progress and remembering their mastered challenges. Addi-

tionally, empowerment plays a role where the user is given creative freedom.

With ownership, the students can gain badges which make their success evident.

Social influence can also trigger the interest in a project because of competition

and cooperation. Furthermore, scarcity motivates the students to continue the

task to achieve goals which cannot be reached immediately. Unpredictability can

also support the user’s curiosity to go on exploring the application. The last

factor is avoidance which means that the user tries to prevent failure and its

consequences [Chou, 2015].

Different studies have inspected the inclusion of game mechanics in working

and learning scenarios [Klamma and Arifin, 2017]. One study investigated the

social interactions which happen during a learning process in the scenario of an

enterprise environment [Stanculescu et al., 2016]. In order to conduct the study,

the authors developed a framework which provides leaderboards and badges in

a Q&A web application. Gamification is not restricted to use cases in compa-

nies but can also be applied in other circumstances, e.g. in university courses. A

study which uses gamification in such a setting yielded results about the effect of

motivation of the students based on Self-Determination Theory [Shi and Cristea,

2016]. Gamification causes enjoyment, improves the ease of use and creates flow

experience where the user is happy about the accomplishments [Herzig et al.,

2012]. With the example of DevHub, gamification in communities was studied.

The results show that participants benefit from these additional gamification ele-

ments by creating a social experience [Takahashi, 2010]. Similarly, studies around

the company social-network Beehive showed that gamification can also improve

the participation of users [Farzan et al., 2009]. However, gamification needs to be

employed carefully as it can lead to off-task behavior, undesired competition or

addiction [Andrade, Fernando R. H. et al., 2016]. Gamification designers need to

take these factors into account when creating a gamified learning environment.

If done well, the constraints can be integrated into the game’s mechanics and

thus, a fun feeling can be evoked [Nicholson, 2015]. This is due to the fact that

the user has to find a strategy to optimize the reward while adhering to the

given constraints.

2.4 End-User Participation

New, innovative approaches to an issue need to be deeply rooted in the practices

of professional communities to be successful. Therefore, the tools should be ac-
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tively designed together with their end users. For this reason, existing practices

like co-design and participatory design have been established. However, they are

often carried out in the context of small focus groups, outside the usual working

practices. For this reason, our methodology seeks to establish feedback channels

that scale to an arbitrarily large number of users. In order to realize this, agile

development practices can be used, in particular DevOps, a recent methodology

that aims to establish communication and automation amongst developers and

operators. The term itself is a clipped compound of these words. DevOps has

been popularized lately as an extension of agile development life cycles. The de-

velopers create create applications and the operators put them into practice on

servers and thus they work more closely together. Although agile development

practices have been introduced to accelerate the identification and realization of

user requirements, they do not directly involve end users in the actual develop-

ment process. Therefore we proposed DevOpsUse, which includes the notion of

users who deliver initial ideas, perform beta tests, monitor and who give feed-

back [Renzel et al., 2017]. Our main instrument to collect comments from users

is Requirements Bazaar. In our mixed reality environments, we employ Require-

ments Bazaar at different stages. Prior to the development phase, it helps col-

lecting initial ideas. Users can also search for existing requirements or sort them

according to different criteria. During runtime, users continue writing feedback

and add new ideas. This is achieved by a feedback form.

2.5 Technical Background

The developed framework is executed on the Microsoft HoloLens which is a head-

mounted display for mixed reality3. It continuously performs spatial scans of its

environment to create a map of the surroundings. The device can locate its own

position and react to user movements. Thus, virtual 3D models can be projected

into the real world and stay fixed at their assigned position. This allows the user

to walk around virtual objects, inspecting them from different angles similarly to

the concept of holograms. Microsoft HoloLens is a standalone device on which the

Windows 10 operating system is used. For the development, the 3D engine Unity

was used which allows the creation of interactive 3D applications4. It provides

support for different platforms and devices besides the HoloLens. The engine

handles low level functionality like graphics rendering and simulations [Westre,

2013]. C# can be used to implement the application logic [Rogers, Michael P,

2012]. The implemented code is supported by Microsoft’s MixedRealityToolkit5.

This open-source project under MIT license is available on GitHub and contains

3 https://www.microsoft.com/de-de/hololens
4 https://unity3d.com/de
5 https://github.com/Microsoft/MixedRealityToolkit-Unity
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different basic templates and scripts to speed up the development process in

Unity.

2.6 Gamification Framework

The gamification framework [Klamma and Arifin, 2017] which was developed

at the RWTH Aachen University consists of frontends and gamification ser-

vices. The frontends are implemented as gamification widgets which are based

on the ROLE framework [Govaerts et al., 2011]. The ROLE framework is an

open-source SDK. Developers can employ it to create personal learning environ-

ments (PLE). In the case of the gamification framework, the different widgets

are placed in separate ROLE spaces in order to create the Web-PLEs. A gam-

ification manager which has its own ROLE space can be used to create and

configure the games. According to the principle of aspect-oriented programming

(AOP), members of a Community of Practice (CoP) can inject the gamification

widgets into their own Web-based frontends. This process of gamifying existing

applications does not require any knowledge of programming skills. This way,

members of the CoP can create and configure the gamified learning applications

autonomously without support by developers. The injected widgets invoke ac-

tion functions on the gamification backend services. A gamifier widget helps in

finding a suitable place in the learning application where a certain action can

be triggered. With the help of AOP, the trigger action function can be executed

after an HTML element event has been called.

The gamification data are administered by the backend services of the gamifi-

cation framework [Klamma and Arifin, 2017]. Its interface is generally organized

in games and quests which contain actions. As seen in Figure 1a, a game con-

sists of essential blocks like quests, achievements and actions, etc. In the shown

visualization, blocks on the top depend on the blocks which are placed lower. A

complex game, shown in Figure 1b contains multiple layers of these game ele-

ment blocks. Hidden quests can also be realized. They can be shown to the user

on the basis of defined constraints. In the procedure to set up the game elements,

shown in Figure 1c, a level and a point threshold need to be defined. In addi-

tion, a quest can be created by first creating a badge. Then, an achievement is

added and it is associated to the corresponding badge or amount of points. After

that, the actions for the quest are defined. All these components are assigned

to a new quest object. This process can be repeated in order to gain a complex

gamification configuration.

Actions state how the gamification behaves in detail. A member of the CoP

performs the instructions of an action. Starting with the input of the learner,

the gamifier component maps this specific input to the actions to control the

core mechanic. From there on, further internal state changes to game elements
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the way how the input which triggers the actions is handled, i.e. under which

conditions points are awarded to the user or what requirements need to be

met to complete a quest. The quests are also associated with achievements.

Achievements can issue badges or points as rewards. The points can be used to

progress in a level system. Gaining a higher level can be a condition to continue

with further quests since quests can be hidden, revealed and completed. Hidden

quests can be revealed by reaching a threshold of points. The quests can also

be organized in a hierarchical way where subsequent quests become visible once

the blocking previous quests have been mastered. Quests can be completed by

triggering one or more actions which have been previously configured to be a

part of the quest.

The points which can be gained during the quests by completing actions or

gaining achievements can be compared with other learners in leaderboards. The

framework distinguishes between two types of leaderboards: There is a leader-

board for comparing members within one CoP and a global leaderboard. When

comparing members of different CoPs one has to consider that this only makes

sense if the gamification is set up in a similar or identical way. Therefore, during

the configuration of the gamification, members of the CoP can choose a distinc-

tive community type. A comparison of members in a global leaderboard is only

allowed between CoPs of the same type.

3 Concept

The GaMR framework is designed as a learning tool. Its structure can be seen

in Figure 2. Users can display custom 3D models and place them in the environ-

ment. Each model is instantiated with an annotation system which allows users

to place markers on the object’s surface and associate them with text or audio.

Authors can create specials annotations sets based on the designated learning

content and save them as quizzes. The student’s task is to find the corresponding

text to the given annotation marker or to match the marker to the text. The

framework is gamified by badges and a progress bar to maintain the student’s

long-term motivation. Authors can define custom images and assign them to the

badges. Each quiz contains one of these defined badges and it can be won by

the student if all questions are answered correctly. The acquired badges can be

exhibited to visualize the student’s accomplishments. Additionally, a progress

bar shows the amount of correctly answered questions in a quiz.

The framework also contains a feedback form where users can enter comments

and suggestions about GaMR’s development without leaving the app. The feed-

back is converted to a requirement and it is posed on the Requirements Bazaar.

This way, the continuous development process can be guided and enhanced by

the interests and findings of the end users.
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Figure 2: Components and Data Flow of the Developed System

3.1 Gamification Approach

The learning framework applies gamification approaches which are administered

by the Gamification Framework. In order to communicate with its services, a

mapping from the components of the developed framework to the interface of

the Gamification Framework was designed. Similarly to the game which contains

quests, the 3D model subjects contain quizzes. Thus, quizzes are regarded as
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quests. In GaMR, the individual quiz questions are modeled as a special kind of

annotation which consists of a location and a text. This means that the workflow

for creating quizzes and annotations is interchangeable and does not depend on

the content of the 3D model. The individual questions of a quiz are mapped

to actions of the quest. If a question is answered correctly, the corresponding

action is triggered. This way, the quest is fulfilled if all questions in the quiz

are answered correctly. A quiz is enhanced by an achievement. The achievement

acts as a link between a quiz and a badge which is issued if the user successfully

completes the quiz. Since the badges are given out by the Web-based learning

service and are added to the user’s account, they are permanently available once

they have been acquired.

In addition to the integration of the Gamification Framework, 3D elements

for gamification have been added to GaMR. A progress bar is displayed during

a quiz. It indicates the amount of correctly answered questions in relation to

the overall amount of questions. This acts as a motivating element to complete

the quiz. Above the progress bar, a 3D representation of the badge is shown.

Therefore, users can already see the reward which they can gain. Won badges

are gathered in a 3D shelf and indicate the overall successes in multiple quizzes.

This view acts as an overview for the learner in order to reflect on successes but

also in order to realize knowledge deficits. With the help of GaMR, the student

is able to optimize their learning strategy to cover the entire topic.

4 Implementation

Integrating a single sign-on authorization, processing the custom geometry, de-

signing the user interface and adding the gamification elements were the chal-

lenges of the implementation.

4.1 Authorization

The developed framework uses the single sign-on protocol OpenID Connect

which is supported by Google and Microsoft. This login process is required to se-

cure the framework’s data from unauthorized access. The protocol can solve this

task by handling the core functionality of the authorization and extending it with

user identification [Sakimura et al., 2014]. The challenge was to integrate the pro-

tocol’s communication sequence into the HoloLens app as it usually requires a

Web server. It was realized using custom URLs which guide the application flow

from the login provider back to the HoloLens app.

4.2 3D Model Import

The framework uses 3D models from the existing repository of the Anatomy

2.0 application [Nicolaescu et al., 2015]. It mainly contains 3D scanned objects
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4.3 3D Transformation Widget

Users need to be able to move, rotate and scale the imported 3D models. Different

transformations need to be realized without hiding the model under distracting

controls. Graphical layout applications solve a similar two-dimensional problem

by drawing a box around created elements. The developed three-dimensional

solution is based on the same principle. Imported models are encapsulated in a

tight-fitting wire-frame cube as depicted in Figure 4. This bounding box contains

widgets for scaling and rotation at intuitive positions. For instance, the object

can be scaled by dragging the corners of the cube. The 3D rotation also posed a

challenge as a free 3D rotation is difficult to control with one gesture. Instead of

that, the widgets were placed on the midpoints of the cube’s edges and only allow

rotation operations around one axis at a time. Widgets are kept at constant size

so that they can be selected comfortably.

4.4 UI Widgets

The framework implements various solutions to user interface related problems

which are listed with their challenges and features in Table 1.

Since GaMR’s initial release, the buttons and bounding box have been ex-

tracted from the framework and are now also offered in a separate repository6.

They are bundled as “.unitypackage” files which developers can import into their

own projects where they can be used as a starting point for their own UI.

4.5 Localization

The user interface is localized into the English, German and Dutch languages.

The implemented manager loads the translations as a dictionary. It is granted

that there will always be a meaningful translation displayed. The localization

system also affects the keyboard as it adapts its layout to the chosen language.

4.6 Feedback Form with Integration to Requirements Bazaar

In order to realize close user participation, the framework offers a feedback form.

By using the same 3D text fields from the annotation forms and the 3D keyboard

which was previously developed, users can enter an idea or feedback directly in

mixed reality without leaving the app. It was decided to structure the feedback

into a title and a description section so that the main point of a comment becomes

evident and still, additional information can be provided. The form is connected

to the Requirements Bazaar where feedback is converted to a requirement in a

dedicated section of the project. Developers can periodically check this section

6 https://github.com/rwth-acis/MixedReality-UI-Components
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or articles online. The combination of 3D models, annotations and gamification

allowed them to freely explore the anatomic model. This way, they showed a

higher activity level and inspected the model in more detail.

The participants praised it as visually appealing and commended the intu-

itiveness of the menu design. The progress bar helped to gain an overview about

their quiz results. Badges were perceived as motivating and encouraging to follow

up the quizzes. Remarks were made about the HoloLens’ high price and weight

of the head-mounted display. This was expected since it is a development-kit

which is not meant for the consumer market yet. This shows that currently,

the HoloLens is not suitable for private use but can still be a valuable addition

to university courses and workplace learning where the device can be shared

by various people and each participant wears the device for a fixed amount of

time. Students and lecturers were unfamiliar with the concept of gamification

but were interested in it. The HoloLens can be connected to a PC in the same

network. Thus, the computer can show the view of the HoloLens as a camera

feed which includes the inserted AR elements. This way, the application is not

only perceived as a toolkit for one person but a group experience is forming. If

someone makes a mistake or answers a question correctly, the other participants

can see this and learn from others.

Furthermore, a technical evaluation was conducted to determine the frame-

work’s performance requirements on the HoloLens. The performance data were

measured on Unity’s profiler and the Device Portal of the HoloLens. The results

show that the framework runs at 30 frames per second with objects of 30,000 ver-

tices. This standard value allows the human eye to perceive movements smoothly.

More complex objects decrease the framerate until objects with one million ver-

tices lead to a memory overflow on the HoloLens. The parsing times of the X3D

files to JSON data for sending to the frontend have also been measured. It be-

came evident that objects which run on usable framerates are converted in less

than one second. A 3D model with 30,000 vertices was converted in around 100

milliseconds on a standard office computer.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Usually, students learn with physical objects, online articles and illustrations in

textbooks. Apart from the fact that physical objects are fragile, they are also

limited in access. Illustrations in textbooks sometimes do not convey a good

impression of the full spatial extents of an object. These learning methods can

now be improved by using mixed reality concepts. In this paper, the gamification

framework for mixed reality training as a tool for learning 3D structures was

introduced. Authors can create quizzes which are based on the annotation system

and students have to assign the text of the annotation to the marker or vice versa.
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In order to maintain a long-term motivation, gamification elements where added

to the framework. Students can win badges and a progress bar informs them

about their successful learning progress.

Further development will extend the framework by new features. The repos-

itory which contains the extracted UI elements will be extended by further ele-

ments which have been developed in this framework. They will also be ported to

the upcoming version of the MixedRealityToolkit which features an overhauled

input system. At the moment, the developed authorization procedure requires a

manual step in the project generation where the code for the protocol handling

routine is inserted into the final Universal Windows Platform (UWP) app source

code. In Unity, scripts can be implemented which automate the compilation pro-

cess. Such a tool can also be used to generate the necessary additional code for

the authorization procedure in the final app.

The evaluation showed that the framework can be used in smaller courses.

It became obvious that the learning application benefits from the gamification

approach. Additionally, the immersive display of the 3D models in mixed reality

enhanced the students understanding of the 3D structures because of the interac-

tivity. The new technology required an exploration phase but this also increased

the interest of the students in the learning application. As the GaMR framework

is not restricted to an educational context, it is possible to be used in various

other fields of applications. One example is a design or fabrication pipeline where

designers are able to add their 3D models to the repository and can place the

virtual prototype in the real environment. The annotations may be employed as

bulletin boards to leave notes for others directly on the 3D object. Another use

case is the deployment at a practical training scenario during apprenticeship. For

instance at a workplace, schematic 3D models of tools or operating panels can

be integrated. Instructors have the opportunity to add explanations and process

steps to the 3D model as annotations. A trainee can overlay these schematic

models over the real tools and be guided through the process based on the tool’s

operations.

As a conclusion, the GaMR framework provides a learning tool for versatile

educational training scenarios in mixed reality.
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